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Love great and small
In their new exhibit at Jessica Bradley Art + Projects, Duke & Battersby
explore perversion and precision
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Syracuse-based artist couple Emily Vey Duke and Cooper Battersby
DUKE & BATTERSBY
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have been making videos, illustrations, sculptures and more for over
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students at Nova Scotia College of Art and Design.) A new exhibit at
Jessica Bradley Art + Projects offers only a glimpse into why the duo

might be considered for such a prize. Bradley’s space is small, and the show, which revolves around a
video, is fairly inconspicuous. There is room, for example, for only one of their tricked-out animal
sculptures — Lesser Apes (Turbine), pictured — but not for a whole hall of them, as there was at The
Power Plant in 2008.
Still, you should see this show, which closes this weekend, if only for that video, also called Lesser Apes.
Duke & Battersby’s work is elliptical; it has taken years for this critic to warm up to it, but if you’re
uninitiated, this is as good a place as any to start. Lesser Apes’ narrative concerns a woman, Farrah,
who falls in love with a bonobo chimp, Meema. The charismatic Duke, a talented storyteller, voices both
characters, managing to convey something both allegorical and realistic at once. The love is told in
snippets: passages from Farrah’s human-advice manual, “Notes to Meema,” and ones from Meema
herself, supposedly brought to us via some kind of chimp-human translating device, which is Duke’s
voice, vocoded.
Typical for Duke & Battersby, Farrah and Meema’s love is portrayed as tender and absurd — and this
absurdity, partially an entertainment which draws viewers in, soon becomes a matter of great
importance. Duke & Battersby deal with many themes, but at the heart of it all is a desire to confront
mortality as it is reflected to us (i.e., our species) by the natural world, often in shaming, shameless and
hideously frightening ways, but also in gorgeous and, ultimately, morally inspirational ones. Aesthetics
play an integral part. Their Power Plant show was called “Beauty Plus Pity,” Vladimir Nabokov’s equation
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for “the closest we can get to a definition of art.” It is also, of course, the closest we can get to a
definition of love, and/or of pet ownership, and Lesser Apes continues to bear this out.
The video contains so many bons mots that you may want to bring a pad and paper. Meema’s key
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statements are about a fave Duke & Battersby topic — perverts — whom the chimp, feeling branded as
such, comes to admire. Perverts, she says, either want things other humans don’t want, or want normal
things, but very badly. Farrah makes a stinging statement about women being the better half of the
species, because they read more novels, and thus are more sophisticated, wanting to feel the pain and
joy of those they don’t know. Most affectingly, there are the lyrics to a tune Duke sings softly in the
video’s interludes, illustrating a marvellous, tragic paradox that you’ll find difficult to get out of your
head: “Nobody wants to die / And everyone wants to get high / But we can’t get high all the time / And
we can’t do anything / If not alive.”
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